Simplification and spin-spin analysis of the side chain proton magnetic resonance spectrum of the decapeptide gramicidin S using difference scalar decoupling and biosynthesis of specifically deuterated analogs.
Biosynthesis of specifically deuterated molecules and difference scalar decoupling permitted an analysis of all C alpha-C beta spin systems of gramicidin S. Proof is presented that proton magnetic resonance spectra obtained by difference scalar decoupling yield not only spectral assignments and simplification but also accurate chemicals shifts and scalar coupling constants. The variations in (3J alpha beta) and in proton chemical shifts at temperatures over the range of -54 degrees -+66 degrees C are consistent with the internal rotation around the C alpha-C beta bonds of Val1, Orn2, Leu3, and Phe4 residues discovered using carbon 13 spectroscopy. The value (3J alpha beta) = 1.5 Hz for the proline residue is consistent with there being only one C alpha-C beta conformer. This is supported by the small temperature dependence of (3J alpha beta). However, it cannot be rigorously excluded that oscillation between a major and a minor C alpha-C beta conformation occurs for proline.